south of Darwin, NT Australia - history, environmental impacts, devastation etc. After the war he moved out to the Batchelor area, set up camp in an old Air Force hut, and took. One shaft went down through 480 feet of rock into the heart of the uranium lode, which The Heart of Rum Jungle: The History of Rum. - Book Depository Rehabilitation Measures at the Rum Jungle Mine Site - Springer Fishpond Australia, The Heart of Rum Jungle: The History of Rum Jungle and Batchelor in the Northern Territory of Australia by Douglas R Barrie. Buy Books The Heart of Rum Jungle: The History of Rum. - Google Books The heart of Rum Jungle the history of Rum Jungle and Batchelor in the Northern Territory of Australia. By: BARRIE, Douglas Russell. Show me the best price The Heart of Rum Jungle The History of Rum Jungle and Batchelor. The Rum Jungle mine site is about 80 km south of Darwin in the tropical Northern Territory of Australia see Fig. 1 where there is a well-defined wet season